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Paradise
Maher Zain

Solo:

E|---------------|------------|------2-4----|-----------------|
B|-2/4-4-2-0-4/5-|-2/4-4-2-0--|-2/4-4---4/5-|-0-2/4-4-2-0-----|
G|---------------|----------3-|-------------|-------------3-4-|
D|---------------|------------|-------------|-----------------|
A|---------------|------------|-------------|-----------------|
E|---------------|------------|-------------|-----------------|

    G#m                 E
I remember when I first met you
            B               F#
I felt that God answered my call
               G#m                E
There was that one place I always thought about
           B                       F#
And I just wanted to be there with you
                  E            G#m
The place that no eye has ever seen
                  B                 F#
The place that no heart has ever perceived
              E                 G#m
I had a great feeling inside of me
         B                      F#
That one day Iâ€™ll be there with you

Chorus:
                   G#m             E
And now that weâ€™re here feeling so good
      B                           F#
About all the things that we went through
             G#m                    E
Knowing that God is pleased with us too
      B                      F#
Itâ€™s not a dream, this is so true
            E          G#m
Feeling the peace all around
       B                        F#
Seeing things we could never imagine
            E               G#m
Hearing the sound of rivers flow
       B                     F#
And we know weâ€™ll be here forever
F#             E         G#m
The feeling is indescribable
             E       F#    G#m
Knowing that this is our reward



         G#m                      E
Do you remember the hard times we went through?
          B                 F#
And those days we used to argue
                  G#m                        E
But there was not one thing that could bring us down
          B                   F#
 Cause we always had in our minds
                  E            G#m
The place that no eye has ever seen
                  B                 F#
The place that no heart has ever perceived
                E                        G#m
The place weâ€™ve been promised to live in forever
            B                     F#
And best of all, itâ€™s just me and you

Chorus:
                   G#m             E
And now that weâ€™re here feeling so good
      B                           F#
About all the things that we went through
             G#m                    E
Knowing that God is pleased with us too
      B                      F#
Itâ€™s not a dream, this is so true
            E          G#m
Feeling the peace all around
       B                        F#
Seeing things we could never imagine
            E               G#m
Hearing the sound of rivers flow
       B                     F#
And we know weâ€™ll be here forever
F#             E         G#m
The feeling is indescribable
             E       F#    G#m
Knowing that this is our reward

    B                    F#
I remember us praying at night
         E                     B F#
And just dreaming about this together
       B                         F#
Iâ€™m so blessed to have you in my life
               E                       B F#
And now we can enjoy these blessings forever

    E                    G#m
Paradise is where we are now
    E       F#         G#m
Paradise, a dream come true
    E              G#m



Paradise, O what a feeling!
    E     F#         G#m
Paradise, thank You Allah!

Chorus:
                   G#m             E
And now that weâ€™re here feeling so good
      B                           F#
About all the things that we went through
             G#m                    E
Knowing that God is pleased with us too
      B                      F#
Itâ€™s not a dream, this is so true
            E          G#m
Feeling the peace all around
       B                        F#
Seeing things we could never imagine
            E               G#m
Hearing the sound of rivers flow
       B                     F#
And we know weâ€™ll be here forever
F#             E         G#m
The feeling is indescribable
             E       F#    G#m
Knowing that this is our reward


